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Component of CAUSE
Ways of expressing causation
(Brennenstuhl & Wachowicz 1976; Croft, 1991; Cruse 1972; Comrie 1985; Fodor 1970; Lakoff 1970; McCawley 1968; Pinker 1989 
; Rappaport Hovav & Levin 1999; Shibatani 1973; Smith 1970; Wierzbicka 1975)

Verbs of dependency (e.g., affect, depends on, influence, determine, linked to, leads to, stimulate, promote)

Coordinating conjunctions (e.g., and, because, since)

Subordinating conjunctions (e.g., if-then statements, after, when)

Prepositions (because of, due to, in response to, from)

Resultatives (V followed by an ADJP or ADVP)

Lexical causatives (boil, grow, bend)

Particle causatives (knock out, push over)

Periphrastic causatives (cause, force, allow, let, prevent, keep) (Wolff, Klettke, Ventura, & Song, 2005).



Question
How do we know if an expression encodes CAUSE?



One possible answer
CAUSE  cause

◦ Mackie (1974): “Of course, we may, or rather must, accept the use of causal language 
as a rough guide to what we are to take as causal relationships…” (p. 1)

◦ Psychological research
◦ (e.g., Ahn, Kim, Lassaline, & Dennis, 2000; Anderson & Sheu, 1995; Cheng & Novick, 1991; Johnson, Ogawa, Delforge, & Early, 1989; Lien & Cheng, 2000; 

Mandel & Lehman, 1996, 1998; McGill, 1989; McGill & Klein, 1993; Schlottmann & Shanks, 1992; Schlottmann & Anderson, 1993; Shanks, 1989; Shanks, 
Pearson, & Dickinson, 1989; Spellman, 1997; Vinokur & Ajzen, 1982; Wells, Taylor, & Turtle, 1987; White, 1995, 2000)



Problems
Explicit judgments of causation are problematic

Verb cause may not map onto CAUSE



Alternative
Statistical signature of CAUSE

◦ Features of 40 change-of-state verbs on a 200 dimensional array

◦ (burn, cool, chip, thicken, soften, kill, solidify, crack, maximize, ignite, bounce, slow, weaken, stop, turn, 
thin, thaw, warm, darken, brighten, flood, sicken, dim, dry, change, sharpen, shatter, lengthen, pause, 
loosen, increase, shorten, twist, break, straighten, stabilize, sweeten, sadden, harden)



Plan
◦ How to identify verbs containing CAUSE using statistical information

◦ Identifying senses of words

◦ CAUSE vs. FORCE relation

◦ Large-scale structure of the lexicon



Mapping out the English lexicon
Strategy
◦ Create a large corpus

◦ Syntactically parse the corpus 
◦ Use “deep learning” methods to “embed” the words in a semantic space
◦ Look for clusters of causal verbs

Approx. 100 million sentences
- NYT – 42,833,581
- Wikipedia – 60,397,869

Approx. 1.5 billion words



Syntactic parsing
oStanford parser Klein & Manning, 2003 

I was thinking about what to do today.

(ROOT (S (NP (PRP I)) (VP (VBD was) (VP (VBG thinking) (PP (IN about) (SBAR (WHNP (WP 
what)) (S (VP (TO to) (VP (VB do) (NP (NN today))))))))) (. .))) 



Semantic word embedding
Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a) - Embeds words in a high-
dimensionality space (e.g., 200 dim)



English lexicon
Out of ~2 million word forms select

Words with a freq > 350: 45,152

Top 95% in usage (99% for verbs): 15,897

◦ 8,733 Nouns

◦ 3,713 verbs

◦ 2,028 Adjectives

◦ 527 Adverbs

◦ 83 prepositions



Birds



Whales and Lions



Doctors



Parents



Food



Food



Food



Towns



Scamming



Kitchen verbs



Assault and abuse verbs



Identifying a CAUSE verb
POSSIBILITY: Look for clusters of causation verbs 



Rating task
Participants: 124 Amazon Turk workers (Masters)

Materials: 2907 most common verbs (95% usage)

Procedure
◦ Question

◦ Can you say X bent Y?

◦ Yes: Can X be viewed as the cause of the change in Y?

◦ Mean number of words rated: 193

◦ Mean amount of time on task: 2 hours

◦ Experiment cost (~$4.80 per worker)

Results
◦ Classified as cause verbs if rated it as causal 90%

◦ 728 / 2907 = 25%   (e.g., clip, break, harden, sink) 



Results
Verb lexicon: 106 clusters

Machine derived



CAUSE verbs do not fall into one cluster
Machine clusters                         Human clusters 



CAUSE verbs do not fall into one cluster
Machine clusters                         Human clusters 



Verbs similar to cause (Machine)
Similarity window  

400 words: r = .476, acc = 82%

450 words: r = .493, acc = 83%

500 words: r = .519, acc = 83%

550 words: r = .528, acc = 84%

600 words: r = .530, acc = 84%

625 words: r = .538, acc = 85%



Results
Human CAUSE Machine CAUSE

Performance

Accuracy   .85

Precision   .87

Recall:        .50

r = .538, p < .001



FORCE
Human  CAUSE                       Machine CAUSE                     Machine FORCE                                                  



MOVE
Human  CAUSE                       Machine CAUSE                     Machine MOVE                                                  



Question
How do we determine the right window size when we don’t “know” 
the answer?



Analogies
King: man :: Queen:  ?       King - man + woman = Queen 

Rome : Italy :: Beijing : ?      Rome – Italy + Beijing = China

Queen = (king – male) + female



Vectors can be added together
send ≈ [dispatch, 0.623]1, [forward, 0.4927]2, …, [give, 0.31175]46 … 
receive ≈ [earn, 0.5906]1, [garner, 0.5834]2, …, [give, 0.398]6 … 
have ≈ [possess, 0.3317]1, [suggest, 0.3238]2, …, [give, 0.2947]6 … 

send + receive + have ≈ [give, 0.4663]1, [go, 0.3586]2, [award, 0.352]3, …



Definitions based on combinations of 2
acquire ≈ buy+gain

answer ≈ respond+listen

begin ≈ start+continue

believe ≈ think+claim

bring ≈ come+put

characterize ≈ describe+typify

direct ≈ produce+film

dress ≈ wear+costume

record ≈ compile+label

remind ≈ tell+warn

save ≈ rescue+redeem

smooth ≈ clear+texture

succumb ≈ die+overcome

subscribe ≈ pay+adhere

tell ≈ say+inform

wrest ≈ seize+reassert



Automatic Sense Induction (ASI)
Procedure that finds a set of weighted word embeddings (e.g., 
send, receive, have) that are maximally to a target verb (e.g., give)

Stochastic gradient descent using L1 and L2 regularizations (Regularized dual averaging, RDA; 
Xiao, 2010):
L1 regularization – drive most weights to 0
L2 regularization - force the weights to be lower, equalizing vector length

Dr. Jinho Choi
Emory, CS



Artificial data



RDA results
boost bolster 0.3524, increase 0.3437, enhance 0.3406 improve 0.3375

propagate spread 0.2945, disseminate 0.2906, transmit 0.2609, reproduce 0.2605

practice teach 0.2995, perform 0.2531, perfect 0.2531, train 0.2511

pen write 0.3399, co-produce 0.2655

brag joke 0.3307, fantasize 0.3183, talk 0.2999, flaunt 0.2946, reminisce 0.2944, worry 0.2940



Finding causal verbs
affect - (impact × .2145) + (influence × .131) + (cause × .0968) + (impair × .0938) + …

break - (split × .09) + (shatter × .088) + (breach × .0621) + (cause × .05) + … 

shout - (yell × .239) + (chant × .154) + (scream × .136) + (incite × .064) + … 

walk - (stroll × .129) + (jog × .117) + (trek × .068) + (step × .051) + … 

Look for the vector associated with the
◦ word cause



Results
Human CAUSE Machine CAUSE

Performance

Accuracy   .81

Precision   .72

Recall:        .48

r = .439, p < .001



CAUSE & FORCE Neighborhoods
Top 50 most similar words

CAUSE

cause, trigger, exacerbate, result, prompt, affect, induce, precipitate, provoke, occasion, 
JJ_severe, necessitate, prevent, cripple, threaten, hinder, worsen, engender, spark, engulf, 
NN_disruption, hamper, impact, suffer, damage, debilitate, wreak, NN_damage, occur, JJ_due, 
aggravate, JJ_sudden, impede, plague, characterize, avoid, afflict, experience, spur, depress, 
effect, lead, counteract, disrupt, harm, scar, inhibit, devastate, paralyze, JJ_susceptible

FORCE

force, pressure, compel, oblige, JJ_unable, refuse, persuade, threaten, RB_temporarily, coerce, 
order, attempt, try, prevent, allow, free, JJ_unwilling, decide, escape, RB_promptly, 
RB_voluntarily, risk, urge, push, dissuade, RB_reluctantly, RB_eventually, flee, fend, retreat, 
RB_effectively, JJ_willing, stop, lure, prompt, JJ_able, resist, avoid, convince, vow, permit, expel, 
JJ_reluctant, put, beg, trick, goad, opt, rescue, coax 



Deriving senses
Procedure
◦ Find the set of words containing CAUSE as a component

◦ Cluster these words

◦ Repeat for FORCE



Correlation with dictionaries
Merriam-Webster Dictionary: .391**

Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary:  .349**



Senses of CAUSE



Senses of FORCE



FORCE in CAUSE



CAUSE in FORCE



Conclusions
Words containing CAUSE can be identified independent of human 
judgments

CAUSE is not a figment a made-up notion

Components (e.g., CAUSE) cut across word meanings

Automatic generation of word meanings and word senses can be 
used to identify meaning components

CAUSE is intimately linked to FORCE
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Automatic Sense Induction
ASI can be applied to sentences, paragraphs, or entire bodies of text

It's pretty clear that people prize teak wood above your average length of pine or oak.

s0 0.12858443358 IN_of 0.1074 IN_above 0.0933 NN_length 0.0805 IN_that 0.0771
NN_wood 0.0740 NN_prize 0.0729 JJ_average 0.0714 JJ_clear 0.068 RB_pretty 0.0583
IN_below 0.0483 RB_damn 0.0454 NN_pine 0.03807VB_mean 0.0305 NN_teak 0.0301
JJ_common 0.0296 NN_carpeting 0.0295 RB_usually 0.0288 RP_away 0.0255 NN_birch 4
NN_else 0.023  RB_preferably 0.0231 NN_column 0.0226 JJ_overall 0.0226 VB_situate 0.02



Techniques
Gmeans (Hamerly & Elkan, 2003)

◦ Discovers the K in k-means

◦ Repeatedly checks to see if a cluster looks Gaussian (the Anderson-Darling test) 

◦ If not it splits the cluster

◦ It deals well with non-spherical data (stretched out clusters)



Dimension reduction with t-SNE
t-SNE (t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding) (Maaten & Hinton, 2008)

◦ Dimensionality technique well suited for visualizing high-dimensionality data

◦ Tries to model local structure

◦ Minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the two distributions

PCA

T-SNE


